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ccording to the U.S
rail or barge, but a growing amoun t of it is

Department of Agriculture
(USDA), the total 20 l 2 U S

packaged in 907 kg bulk bags which the

rice harvest is estimated at 8.9

company fills using a Twin-Centrepost bulk

million tonnes. The vast maiority of this crop

bag filler from Flexicon.

comes from six states- Arkansas, California,

BULK BAGS FILLED IN RESPONSE TO
ORDERS

Louisiana, Mississippi, Missouri and Texasan estimated 2 . 1 million tonnes, or about 24

"We usually try to complete bulk bag orders

percent, from Louisiana alone.
Because the Louisiana harvest takes place
primarily over two months, it places a huge
demand on the area's processing capacity.

two to three days in advance. The bulk bag
filler is located in the warehouse, so filled
bags do not need to be moved until they are
ready to be shipped," says Marley Oldham,

Any delay in moving the processed rice

plant manager.

to market can result in severe cash flow
problems for growers To deal with this peak

"Since we only recently began offering

demand, Kennedy Rice, one of the largest

polished white rice in bulk bags, they

growers in Louisiana, has constructed a new

account for a small percentage of our total

rice processing faci lity to convert freshly

production," explains Mr. Oldham. "We

harvested and dried grain, known as rough

expect demand to increase significantly,

rice, into polished white rice ready for sale

however, and our bulk bag filler is designed to

to customers.

meet our future requirements."
The polished white rice to be packaged in

Opened in September, 20 l 2 with the
capacity to process up to l 36,000 tonnes

of

bulk bags is aspirated to remove dust particles

rough rice per year, the facility took about two

before being fed into a 2m high, 2.3 m3

years to build, and cost over £6.2 million .

capacity hopper mounted above the bulk bag

The Kennedy rice mill fills orders as they are

filler. The rice flows from the hopper through

received rather than stockpiling polished white

a dome valve and 254 em dia flexible

rice in a warehouse . Ninety-five percent of

downspouting into the bulk bag suspended
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above the deck of the Model BFL-CFHW-X

INSIDE
THE MILL:
THE RICE
POLISHING
PROCESS

Twin-centrepost Bulk Bag Filler.
Plant air inflates the 1 3 m high bag for
filling while an inflatable collar on the fill
head holds and seals the bag spout. A
filtered air vent at the fill head assures dustfree delivery of material to the bulk bag while
providing a simple way to allow displaced
air to exit the bag .
Except for manually connecting the bag
spout to the infbtable collar, the process is
automated by a programmable logic controller
(PLC)

Load cells beneath the pallet deck send

signals to the PLC, which automatically stops
the flow of rice by closing the dome valve
when the bag reaches its target weight.
The operator only needs to pull the bag
spout off the inflatable collar and tie it closed.

Freshly harvested rice, known as paddy rice, is dried

The filled bag and pallet are removed by

and shipped with hulls and bran inlocllo the Kennedy

forklih. "Connecting, filling and disconnecting

rice mill. This rough rice is temporarily staged in

a bag takes only about three minutes

receiving tanks from which samples ore token and

altogether," says Mr. Oldham.

sen! to the lob where they ore graded for quality and
checked lor insect infestation and other contaminants.
Once the ricll' has been catalogued by lob analysis, if
is cleaned to remove insect shells, slicks, stones, mud,
metals and other debris.
Milling removes the husk and bran layers, leaving the
edible white rice kernel, free of impurities. "Sheller"
machines first remove the hull, leaving "brown rice" in
which bran layers still surround the kernel. Then milling
machines rub the groins together under pressure,
revealing while, or "polished," rice, which is sorted info
three different sizes.
Rice comprising the largest kernels is called Head
Rice, while rice containing the second largest kernels is
coiled Second Head. Rice containing the smallest size
kernels is called Brewers Rice because, historically, if
went info brewing alcoholic beverages. After being
sorted by size, the rice is then sorted by colour to
remove groins with insect damage, stains and other
imperfections.

"Fiexicon's representative, Robert K. Wilson

& Associates of Houston, Texas, worked

"This new facility has created over 20

their rice crops with lower transportation costs

with Flexicon's engineering department to

permanent local jobs," says Elton Kennedy,

and a faster return on their investment."

evaluate our needs and determine equipment

who along with his daughter, Meryl, oversaw

specifications, and then helped supervise

design and construction of the mill

installation and startup," continues Oldham.

gives regional producers another outlet for

For more information conta ·t Flexicon
(Europe) on tel: 01227 374710
or visit: www.flexicon.co.uk

"It also

www.perryofoakley.co.uk

sales@perryofoakley.co.uk

ENGINEERING

+44 (0) 1404 890300

EXCELLENCE

The UK's Most Experienced Manufacturer of Grain and Bulk
Materials Drying & Handling Equipment

Capacities of up to 1OOOtph available - Heavy duty, galvanised
construction - Ranges suitable for grain & bulk materials
•
•

Continuous Flow Grain
Driers
Chain & Flight
Conveyors

•
•
•

Belt & Bucket Elevators
Belt Conveyors
Aspirator Cleaners
Augers & Screw

www.solidsandbulk.co.uk

•

Conveyors
Ducting & Valves
Levelling Conveyors
Twin Trace Conveyors
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